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Summary

We present ReLF, a remote live forensics system for Android smartphones and tablets. 

ReLF enables forensic investigators to triage operating Android devices effectively and 

acquire a wide range of forensic artifacts at scale. Compared to existing Android forensic 

tools that are publicly available, ReLF provides a much more comprehensive set of 

collectible artifacts and better OS compatibility.

Motivation

❑ Effective mobile forensic and incident response tools are in urgent need to facilitate the 

investigation of cybersecurity incidents in corporate environments;

❑ Existing methods and tools lack the responsiveness and scalability for mobile forensic 

investigation in enterprise-like organizations;

❑ Remote live forensics is a promising approach to addressing mobile forensic challenges.

Project Description

To fill in the blank of effective tools for large-scale Android forensics and incident response, 

we

❑ Design and develop ReLF, a scalable remote live forensics system for Android 

smartphones and tablets;

❑ Conduct extensive experiments to evaluate ReLF;

❑ Showcase the applications of ReLF and demonstrate its unique features.

System Design Workflows

Install as user app

Install as system app

 Deployment

Generate and enroll 

with client certificate

 Enrollment  Interrogation

Get device information and 

set up client profile

 Initiate Tasks
Investigator creates artifact 

acquisition actions on ReLF 

server.

 Poll and Process Tasks
ReLF client polls tasks from ReLF 

server, then parses and enqueues 

tasks.

 Extract Artifacts
ReLF client calls Android API and 

ReLF native service to extract 

artifacts from device.

 Upload Artifacts
ReLF client encodes artifacts and 

sends them to ReLF server via 

secure channel.
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Data Extraction
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Conclusion

❑ ReLF is designed for online large-scale remote Android forensic triage and live logical 

data acquisition in enterprises.

❑ ReLF can acquire a much wider range of artifacts compared to other examined forensic 

and logging tools.

Results

Fig. Energy consumption of ReLF client under different types of workload when device is 

charging (left sub-figures) and on battery (right sub-figures)

Fig. Client completion progress and server utilization when interval is t1=600s (left sub-figures) 

and t2<=10s (right sub-figures)

* Please refer to the full paper for artifact support details

Tbl. Feature comparison of Android forensic tools

✓ Fully supported * Supported when deployed as system app  Not supported

Tbl. Artifact extraction capabilities of ReLF
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